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Turning your vision
into reality

E L E G A N T D E S I G N E V E N T S L T D

http://www.elegantdesigneventsltd.co.uk/


ABOUT
We are a family run business,
based in Peterborough,
Cambridgeshire and specialise in
Corporate Events and Wedding
Hire. 
Got a design in mind? Contact us
and we can turn your vision into
reality! 
We have a fantastic range of
wedding hire packages, but can
also create something completely
bespoke for your needs. 
Contact us for a no obligation
quotation and let us turn your
design dreams into reality. 
We pride ourselves on excellent
customer service, and breathtaking
designs to make your event one to
be remembered!

https://elegantdesigneventsltd.co.uk/corporate-event-venue-styling/
https://elegantdesigneventsltd.co.uk/wedding-hire-packages/
https://elegantdesigneventsltd.co.uk/contact-elegant-design-wedding-and-events/
https://elegantdesigneventsltd.co.uk/wedding-hire-packages/
https://elegantdesigneventsltd.co.uk/contact-elegant-design-wedding-and-events/
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PACKAGES

Our Wedding packages can provide you with everything
you need to create your wedding day just the way you
had envisioned.
Although choosing one of our decor packages is usually
the easiest way to transform your wedding venue, your
wedding is as individual as you. If you can’t see a
package that suits your needs, get in touch as we offer a
custom package service too. We will tailor your wedding
day to be just the way you would like it to be.

All package prices include design, set up and breakdown.
All package prices exclude refundable damage retainer
and travel expenses if venue is over 15 miles from our
head office
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ULTIMATE
Welcome Sign with easel
Table Plan with easel
Chair Decor 
Centrepieces with added tea
lights
Mirror Plates/Log Slices
Table Runners
Charger plates
Coloured Napkins
Table Numbers
4 Bay Trees
Postbox
FULLY STOCKED Sweet Stall
Top Table Decor
Scatter crystals
Flower Wall 2m x 2.4m
Giant Light Up LOVE Letters
Design, Set Up & Breakdown

 
100 guests 10 tables £2050 
80 guests 8 tables £1800
60 guests 6 tables £1550

 
 

Why not add on one
of our ceremony
packages for that
extra bit of luxury?



PLATINUM
Welcome Sign with easel
Table Plan with easel
Chair Decor
Centerpieces
Table Runners
Mirror Plates/Log Slices
Table Numbers
4 Bay Trees
Postbox
FULLY STOCKED Sweet Stall
Top Table Decor
Scatter crystals
Flower Wall 2m x 2.4m
Giant Light Up LOVE Letters
Design, Set Up & Breakdown 

100 guests 10 tables £1660 
80 guests 8 tables £1490
60 guests 6 tables £1310 

Why not add on one
of our ceremony
packages for that
extra bit of luxury?



GOLD
Welcome Sign with easel
Table Plan with easel 
Chair Decor 
Centrepieces
Table Runners
Mirror Plates/Log Slices
Table Numbers
4 Bay Trees
Postbox
FULLY STOCKED Sweet Stall
Top Table Decor
Scatter crystals
Design, Set Up & Breakdown 

100 guests 10 tables £1310
80 guests 8 tables £1130
60 guests 6 tables £950

 

Why not add on one
of our ceremony
packages for that
extra bit of luxury?



CEREMONY
8 x Lanterns
Aisle runner
Ceremony Moongate Backdrop
Petals down the aisle
Design, Set Up & Breakdown 

8 x Cylinder trios with pillar
candles
Aisle runner
Ceremony Moongate Backdrop
Petals down the aisle
Design, Set Up & Breakdown

£500
 

 
£675

 
 

Can we help with
your reception

decor?
Check out our full
styling packages!



STYLING & HIRE

Elegant Design have a reputation for quality, detail and reliability. Our
Wedding hire will provide you with everything you need while also

helping to take away some of the stress of the wedding day by setting
everything up, just the way you had envisioned.

E L E G A N T D E S I G N E V E N T S L T D . C O . U K

https://elegantdesigneventsltd.co.uk/wedding-hire-packages/


CENTREPIECES

Our centrepiece range all come
with a mirror plate or log slice
as standard. 
Why not add tea light holders
or small vases to make them
even more spectacular!
We are constantly adding to
our range of centrepieces... we
know your wedding is as
individual as you, so if you have
an idea in mind let us know, we
can create something bespoke
just for you.
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CENTREPIECES

A selection of the most popular centrepieces we offer. All of our centrepieces
are fully customisable so if you have a design in mind let us know! 

Candleabra 

From £27 From £27

Martini Glass - Vintage 
arrangement

Martini Glass- White &
Green arrangement

From £40



CENTREPIECES

A selection of the most popular centrepieces we offer. All of our centrepieces
are fully customisable so if you have a design in mind let us know! 

White Blossom Tree

From £27 From £27

Pink Blossom Tree Metal Frame with
arrangement

From £40



CENTREPIECES

A selection of the most popular centrepieces we offer. All of our centrepieces
are fully customisable so if you have a design in mind let us know! 

Lantern with logs, drape,
flowers and candles

From £35 From £27

Cylinder Trio with floating
candles

Log with bottle, candle,
flowers and tea lights

From £27



CHAIR DESIGN

Whatever chairs your venue
supply, we have you covered!  
If its Chiavari or Banquet
chairs, you have the choice of
our most popular chiffon
drape or ruffle. We also have
chair covers for banqueting
chairs, with any colour taffeta
sash! All sashes and hoods
are available in various
colours.
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CHAIR DESIGN

A selection of our chair decor, all prices include full set up. various colours and
styles available

Chair cover and sash or
hood

£3.60 £5.30

Chair Cover and ruffle hood Chair cover with sash and
hood

£5.40



CHAIR DESIGN

A selection of our chair decor, all prices include full set up. various colours and
styles available

Sash

£2.20 £3.50

Ruffle chair hood Drop sash with
embellishment

£4.20



CHAIR DESIGN

A selection of our chair decor, all prices include full set up. various colours and
styles available

Chiffon two tie with
embellishment

£5.50 £2.50

Cheesecloth sash Chiffon Weave

£5.50



SIGNS & PLANS

Our range of signs and
seating plans can be
personalised to your specific
requirements.
Please get in touch if you
have an idea for a sign and
need it bringing to life, we
can't wait to help!
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SIGNS
A selection of our signs, pice includes set up and breakdown.

Order of the day

£90 £90

Neon sign



SIGNS
A selection of our signs, pice includes set up and breakdown.

Wooden welcome sign 

£46

Mirror welcome sign

£46



PLANS
A selection of our table plans, pice includes set up and breakdown.

Floor standing table plan

£140

Mirror table plan

From £46



PLANS
A selection of our table plans, pice includes set up and breakdown.

Wooden table plan

From £46

Copper seating plan

From £60



LINEN

Elegant Design have a
reputation for quality, detail
and reliability. Our Wedding
hire will provide you with
everything you need while
also helping to take away
some of the stress of the
wedding day by setting
everything up, just the way
you had envisioned.
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WHITE LINEN
Our range of white linen, if you need an alternative size please get in touch

Round Linen

90" £8
120" £12
132" £14

70"x 120" £11
90" x 132" £14

Rectangle LinenNapkins

£0.90



SEQUIN OVERLAY

Our sequin over lays are available in silver, rose gold, navy and white. If you need a
different colour please let us know! 

Sequin table cloths
90" £16.50
132" £27

Sequin table cloths



OTHER LINEN

Napkins and table runners are available in various colours and styles.

Coloured napkins

£1.30

Table runners

£7



POST BOX

What better way to keep all
your cards and well wishes
safe during your big day than
with one of our beautiful post
boxes!
Hire them alone or add extra
decorations to give the wow
factor.
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POST BOX
A selection of our post boxes.... can't find what you're looking for? Get in touch!

Classic ivory

£42 £42

Light up frosted acrylic Clear acrylic

£20



POST BOX
A selection of our post boxes.... can't find what you're looking for? Get in touch!

Wooden

£42

Wooden crate

£15



FLOWER WALLS

Our flower walls are all
handmade We have 4 main
styles of flower wall, if you
have a specific style in mind
please let us know, we can
adapt one of our existing
walls or create a bespoke
wall especially for your
wedding. Our flower walls
can be made in any size too!
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FRAMED WALLS

Our framed flower walls are perfect for a smaller occasion. All you need to do is
choose your wall style!

£200

Framed flower wall



UNFRAMED WALLS

Our unframed flower walls are perfect for a larger occasion. All you need to do is
choose your wall style! Larger sizes are available on request.

2m (H) x 2.4m (W) £240
2m (H) x 3m (W) £310

Unframed flower wall

2.4m (H) x 2.4m (W) £290
2.4m (H) x 3m (W) £360



FLOWER WALLS

We have 4 main styles of flower wall, if you have a specific style in mind please let
us know!

Apricot

Flower wall styles

Wimbledon Blush Ivory



SWEET TREATS

If you have a sweet tooth,
then you have come to the
right place!
Donuts and sweets in the
style of your wedding is a win
for the kids and the big kids
too!
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SWEET STALL
Sweet stall prices, for larger guest numbers please contact us.

Elegant sweet stall Dry hire £100
Up to 50 guests £150

Up to 100 guests £200
Up to 150 guests £250

Rustic sweet stall



DONUT WALL
Donut wall prices, for larger guest numbers please contact us.

Wooden 

Dry Hire £60
56 Donuts £100
112 Donuts £140

Acrylic

Dry Hire £40.00
24 Donuts £70

48 Donuts £100
 



TABLE DECOR

Add that extra wow factor to
your day with our additional
table decor. 
We have lots of different
styles to suit your wedding
theme, but if you don't see
what you are looking for
please get in touch!
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CHARGER PLATES

Charger plates add so much class to your table setting, if you would like something
specific please get in touch!

Silver beaded- glass

£3

Gold beaded- glass



CHARGER PLATES

Charger plates add so much class to your table setting, if you would like something
specific please get in touch!

Copper burst- glass

£3

Ornate gold- plastic

£2



TABLE NUMBERS

Choose from our selection of table numbers or let us know if you have a design in
mind!

Clear acrylic

£2.70

Large glitter Wooden

£2.70 £2.70



TABLE NUMBERS

Choose from our selection of table numbers or let us know if you have a design in
mind!

Rose acrylic White frame Gold frame

£2.70 £2.70£2.70



TOP TABLE DECOR

Your top table  decor can be as individual as you! Tell us what you would like or let
us think of a design for you

From £75

Top table decor



CANDLES & HOLDERS

Choose from our selection of candle holders or let us know if you have a design in
mind!

Bubble tea light holder
 

Gold, Rose, Clear

Speckled votive

Gold, Silver

Baroque tea light holder
 

Silver

£1.20 £1.20£1.20



CANDLES & HOLDERS

Choose from our selection of candle holders or let us know if you have a design in
mind!

Geometric tea light holder
 

Rose 

Candlestick holders
 

Gold

£1.20 £2£1.20

Baroque tea light holder
 

Silver



LIGHTING

Lighting can change the
whole feel of a room.... so
choose wisely!

We love to help add a
twinkle to your big day.
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LIGHTING

Lighting is such an important way to create an amazing atmosphere, take a look at
we can help with lighting on your day.

Rustic LOVE

£160

Classic LOVE (colour changing)

£150



LIGHTING

Lighting is such an important way to create an amazing atmosphere, take a look at
we can help with lighting on your day.

Uplighters

£26

Fairy light canopy

From £300



BACKDROPS

Who doesn't love a good
photo op right?!
We have lots of backdrops
and arches to choose from.

Behind the top table, for use
in your ceremony or even just
used as a selfie station... the
choice is yours!
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BACKDROPS

A selection of the backdrops and arches we offer. Some of our backdrops are
customisable so if you have a design in mind let us know! 

Blossom canopy

£300

Floral arch

£170



BACKDROPS

A selection of the backdrops and arches we offer. Some of our backdrops are
customisable so if you have a design in mind let us know! 

Moon Gate

£350

Square Floral arch

£300



BACKDROPS

A selection of the backdrops and arches we offer. Some of our backdrops are
customisable so if you have a design in mind let us know! 

Starlight backdrop

£160 £90

Wedding Arch



EXTRAS

Elegant Design have a
reputation for quality, detail
and reliability. Our Wedding
hire will provide you with
everything you need while
also helping to take away
some of the stress of the
wedding day by setting
everything up, just the way
you had envisioned. 
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EXTRAS
A selection of extra hire items to help create a stunning day!

Hanging lanterns

From £220 £48

Aisle Runner Bay Tree

£15



EXTRAS
A selection of extra hire items to help create a stunning day!

Floor lanterns

£18 £4 per table

Scatter Crystals Decorative ladder

£45



EXTRAS
A selection of extra hire items to help create a stunning day!

Giant Jenga 

£40

Naughts & crosses

£40



We ask for a 20% deposit to book your date, the
remaining balance would be due 8 weeks before the
event. 
We add a small damage retainer onto all of our
bookings, this is FULLY REFUNDABLE and will be
transferred back to you as soon as we have collected
everything the following day. 
We are always at the end of an email if you have any
worries or if any changes need making to your booking. 

 

We offer a no obligation consultation so you can have a look
at some of our designs, if this isn't for you we can just as

easily communicate via email!

If you would like to book a consultation to have a chat and
talk through your decor options or you would like any other

information please give us a shout. 
 

GET IN TOUCH
 

HOW WE WORK

http://www.facebook.co.uk/elegantdesigneventsltd
http://www.instagram.co.uk/elegantdesign_events
https://www.elegantdesigneventsltd.co.uk/contact-elegant-design-wedding-and-events/
http://www.elegantdesigneventsltd.co.uk/

